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ABSTRACT Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) at low altitude flight may significantly degrade their
performance and the safety under wind disturbances and incorrect operations. This paper presents a robust
control strategy for UAVs to achieve good performance of low altitude flight and disturbance rejection. First,
a novel second-order hexacopter dynamics is established and the position tracking is translated to the altitude
and the rotational angle tracking problem. An integrated control scheme is created to deal with the challenges
faced by hexacopter at low altitude flight, in which the influence of near-ground threshold distance and the
desired roll, pitch, and yaw are analyzed. Moreover, an improved flying altitude planner and an attitude
planner for low altitude conditions are designed respectively to avoid the overturning risk due to the big
reaction torque and external disturbances. Second, a sliding-mode-based altitude tracking controller and
an attitude tracking controller are designed to reduce the tracking errors and improve the robustness of the
system. Finally, the proposed control scheme is tested on simulation and experiment platforms of multi-rotor
UAV to show the feasibility and accurate trajectory tracking at low altitude flight.
INDEX TERMS Modeling, tracking control, low altitude, hexacopter, robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are very popular and widely used in scientific research and real-world
applications such as remote sensing and air transportation.
Many kinds of UAVs with six or more rotors have been
developed and deployed in industrial fields due to their easy
operation and increased total payload [1]–[3]. However, their
successful deployments in the real world require a high
degree of flight safety and robust trajectory tracking [4].
Especially, UAVs at low altitude flight are prone to fatal
accidents due to unpredictable disturbances and misoperations. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an effective control
strategy for UAVs to avoid overturning in the near-ground
flight and ensure their safety operations, as well as the safety
of public life and property [5].
To solve these problems, many automatic control methods have been proposed in literatures, including model
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yue Zhang.
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predictive control [6], linear quadratic regulator [7], proportional integral derivative control [8], fuzzy control [9], [10],
back stepping control [11], sliding mode control and adaptive
control [12]–[14]. It became clear that attenuation control
strategies and disturbance observer can effectively eliminate
the influence of external disturbances and model uncertainties to ensure good attitude tracking performance [15]–[17].
Fuzzy neural networks were used for the trajectory tracking
of UAV in [18] and shown that the optimal tuning algorithm is
superior to the conventional PD controller in terms of tracking
accuracy but requires more control effort.
In addition, sliding mode control is well known for its
robustness in dynamic and complex environments, mainly
due to its inherent ability to reject uncertainties and eliminate external disturbances. Therefore, it is widely used in
to various UAVs [19]–[21], except for the case of so-called
chattering phenomenon. Most of the existing research work
has been focused on system modeling and attitude control
algorithms for multi-rotor UAVs [22]–[28], The influence of
misoperations and disturbances on the flight safety of UAVs
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has not been well investigated. Automatic attitude controllers
with capabilities of misoperation prevention and disturbance
rejection are much in demand to ensure flight safety for UAVs
at the near-ground flight.
In the practical operation process of near-ground flight,
UAVs normally encounter the following challenges: (i). Large
cross-wind disturbances may cause an UAV to move away
from the desired trajectory or overturn as it has a high gravity
center; (ii). When an UAV is inclined to take off and landing
and its bottom bracket contacts with the ground, the center
of gravity of its body is offset and capsized. The UAV will
collide with the ground under the action of lateral driving
force and inertia force; (iii). When the UAV is operated
manually near the ground, any wrong operation may give
UAV a larger lateral driving torque, leading to the overturn of
the fuselage. These accidents could break the wing or damage
the electrical parts, antenna and other units. Therefore, it is
very critical to develop a high-performance control system to
enhance the attitude control stability of UAVs at low altitude
flight.
This paper presents a robust control strategy for UAVs to
achieve good performance of low attitude flight and disturbance rejection. More specifically, robust sliding mode-based
controllers are deployed to increase the overall efficiency
of hexacopter operation. The main focus of this work is to
implement a robust control system for a hexacopter to realize
attitude adjustment and disturbance rejection at low attitude
flight. Nonlinear dynamics of hexacopter is studied, and low
altitude planners are proposed by increasing the altitude to
avoid collision and overturning if attitude angles are too big.
The closed-loop system stability is ensured for a selected
maximum admissible value of the external disturbances. The
main contribution of this work is threefold:
(1) Express the hexacopter dynamics as a novel secondorder equations of position and attitude, and then translate the tracking position to a quaternion which includes
the altitude and the rotational angles.
(2) An integrated control scheme is proposed for the low
altitude flight of hexacopter from a practical perspective. Consider the flying states, an improved flying
attitude close-to-ground planner (ATCGP) and an altitude close-to-ground planner (ALCGP) are designed to
avoid the overturning risk due to the big roll and pitch
angles from misoperations or external disturbances.
(3) Robust tracking controllers are created for effectively
handling disturbance to achieve precise trajectory
tracking. To reduce the tracking error and improve the
robustness of the system, sliding-mode control method
is used in the design of the altitude tracking controller
and attitude tracking controller respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the dynamic differential equations of hexacopter
and the construction of the hexacopter model. Section III
proposes a system control scheme that includes the tracking controllers and some effective control strategies for low
altitude flight and avoiding overturning with proper planners.
VOLUME 7, 2019

In Section IV, the main procedures of position tracking controllers are presented for effectively handling disturbances
existed in a hexacopter to achieve highly precise trajectory
tracking. Then, the proposed control scheme is tested on
simulation and experimental UAVs with 6 rotors in Section V.
Autonomous take-off and landing cases and low-altitude control techniques without collision are discussed. The results
of numeric tests are given to show the feasibility and performance of the proposed approach. Finally, a brief conclusion
and future work are given in Section VI.
II. MODELING AND DYNAMICS
A. DYNAMICS OF HEXACOPTER

In this section, the dynamic differential equations of the
hexacopter are established that is considered as a rigid frame
attached with six rotors, and the center of gravity coincides
with the body-fixed frame origin. Rotors R1 , R3 and R5
rotate counterclockwise, and the rotors R2 , R4 and R6 rotate
clockwise. Each propeller rotates at the angular velocity ωi .
Therefore, a force Fi is produced along the z-direction relative
to the body frame and a reaction torque Mi is generated on the
hexacopter body by each rotor as:
(
Fi = kT ωi2 ,
i = 1, 2, · · · , 6
(1)
Mi = (−1)i+1 kQ ωi2 .
where kT = cT ρr 4 π > 0 denotes the aerodynamic coefficient, which is obtained by multiplying the atmospheric
density ρ, the radius of the propeller r, and the thrust coefficient cT . In addition, kQ = cQ ρr 5 π > 0 denotes the drag
coefficient of the rotor, which also depends on ρ, r and the
torque coefficient cQ .
The variation of the orientation is achieved by varying the
angular velocity of a specific rotor. The force and the torque
created around a particular axis with respect to the body-fixed
frame is defined as u = [ U1 U2 U3 U4 ]T which is the
control signal to be designed and satisfies:
u = K [ ω12

ω22

ω32

ω42

ω52

ω62 ]T

(2)

where K is a constant coefficient matrix and the components
U1∼4 represent the total lift, roll, pitch and yaw moments of
the hexacopter respectively.
NOTATION: Assume matrices M ∈ Rm×1 and N ∈ Rm×n ,
define a weighting operator 2 and the operation M 2N
denotes that the multiplication of each row element of
matrix N by the corresponding row element of the first column vector M .
Under the above notation, the matrix K in (2) for a symmetrical rigid hexacopter can be expressed as:


 
1
1
1
1
1
1
kT
 kT l   −1/2 −1 −1/2
1/2
1 √1/2 

 √
√
√
K =
 kT l 2 3/2 0 − 3/2 − 3/2 0
3/2 
kQ
−1 1
−1
1
−1 1
where l is the length of each arm.
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In the mathematical model of hexacopter shown
in Figure 1, two coordinate frames are considered:
the non-moving inertial frames OE {xE , yE , zE } and the
body-fixed frame OB {xB , yB , zB } to represent the actual
position and actual attitude of hexacopter respectively. Note
that the NED coordinates are used to define all the frames.
In this paper, the position of the hexacopter is written as
T
ξ = x y z
and the attitude angle of the hexacopter

T
is denoted as η = φ θ ψ
in the inertial frame OE .
The
range
of
the
attitude
angle
is
0 ≤ η < ηL , ηL =

T
π/2 π/2 2π .

where the matrix element cφ,θ,ψ and sφ,θ,ψ denote the
triangle function cos(·) and sin(·) of the rotation angles
respectively.
Differentiating (4), the final form of hexacopter dynamics
are reconstructed by the second-order equations:
ξ̈ = Aξ (Uξ + dξ ) + Bξ

(5)

η̈ = Aη (Uη + dη )
(6)

T
where Uξ = U1 , Uη = U2 U3 U4 . dξ =[ 0 0 dz ]T and
dη =[ dφ dθ dψ ]T are wind force disturbances. In above
equations, the coefficient matrices are shown as:


sφ sψ + cφ sθ cψ

T
1
Aξ =  −sφ cψ + cφ sθ sψ  , Bξ = 0 0 −g ,
m
cθ cφ


cθ cθ sφ −cθ cφ
cθ cφ −cθ sφ  I
Aη =  0
0
sφ
cφ
In practice, we can use GPS and inertial measurement
unit (IMU) to measure the position information ξ and attitude
information η.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION

FIGURE 1. Hexacopter frames.

According to Newton’s second law and theorem of moment
of momentum, the translational and rotational dynamics of
the hexacopter in frame Ob are summarized as:
Fb = mv̇b + m × vb
˙ +  × I
Mb = I 

(3)

where m is the mass, Fb and Mb are resultant force and
moment acting on the UAV in the
vb denotes
 frame OB , and
T
the linear velocity and  = ωx ωy ωz
denotes the
angular velocity, and I = diag[Ix , Iy , Iz ] is the constant matrix
of the moment of inertia around x-axis, y-axis and z-axis.
Then we have:
(
ξ̇ =(Cφ Cθ Cψ )T vb
(4)
˙ = φ̇I1 + Cφ (θ̇ I2 + Cθ (ψ̇I3 ))

where Cφ , Cθ and Cψ denote the rotation matrices in the

T
1 0 0 ,
angle φ, θ and ψ respectively, and I1 =

T

T
I2 = 0 1 0 , I3 = 0 0 1 , and




1
0
0
cθ 0 −sθ
cφ
sφ  , Cθ =  0
1
0 ,
Cφ =  0
0 −sφ cφ
sθ 0
cθ


cψ
sψ 0
Cψ =  −sψ cψ 0 
0
0
1
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In the trajectory tracking of UAV, desired positions are taken
as the target values of motion control. To study the transient and
 steady-state
T characteristics of hexacopter, we use
ξd = xd yd zd
to denote the desired position, then:
(
ze = zd − z
ξe = ξd − ξ →
(7)
ηe = ηd − η

T
where ξe = xe ye ze
is the tracking position error.
Furthermore, because the errors in x and y are coupled with
the attitudes of multi-rotor UAVs, It is taken for granted that
the position error is translated to the tracking
altitude

T error ze
and the rotational angular error ηe = φe θe ψe .
In Section 4.1, the altitude control in the position loop is
obtained by using a sliding mode controller PL-SMC, and the
lift solution of altitude control can be obtained by formula (5):
U1 = fz (ze , że , t)

(8)

In addition,
the desired
roll and the desired pitch in attitude

T
ηd = φd θd ψd
are calculated by the attitude calculation modular (ACM):
ηd = gηd (xe , ye , U1 , t)

(9)

and ψd is usually given directly by the reference motion
trajectory. In Section 4.3, the attitude control in the attitude
loop is obtained by using a sliding mode controller AL-SMC,
and the rotation moment solution of attitude control can be
obtained by formula (6):
Uη = fη (ηe , η̇e , t)

(10)

Thus, the torque control components U2 , U3 and U4 can
be obtained. The problem we try to tackle in this work is to
VOLUME 7, 2019
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design a continuous control law u using only to measurable
system output ξ and ω such that the error of position and
attitude converge to zero in presence of the disturbances.
In order to achieve the high precision position and attitude
tracking result, a close-loop control strategy is necessary.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, a system control scheme is proposed, which
provides the tracking controllers and some low-altitude
control strategies. Different from the landing and take-off
motions of fix-wing UAVs, multi-rotor UAVs have two characteristics: one is that their motions are in a vertical direction
relative to the ground, and another is the attitude components
pitch and roll tries to maintain zeros. However, the external
disturbances and faulty operations often break these rules.
A robust control scheme and close-to-ground (CG) planning
modules have to be constructed for multi-rotor UAVs flying
close to the ground.
A. SYSTEM CONTROL SCHEME

Figure 2 shows the integrated control scheme for UAVs with
CG planners. It mainly includes two parts. The 1st part is the
system integrated controller, which includes ACM, ATCGP,
ALCGP, PL-SMC and AL-SMC. The 2nd part includes
the reference trajectories (DT), angular velocity calculation
(AVC), UAV and the output feedback of the system. The
measurable outputs of UAV include the position perceived
by GPS positioning device and altimeter, and the attitude
angles and angular velocities perceived by gyroscope. More
specifically, ATCGP and ALCGP are deployed to plan the
normal flight attitude and the low flight altitude. ACM is
an attitude calculation module. PL-SMC and AL-SMC are
sliding mode controllers to attenuate the altitude and attitude
errors of the UAV’s respectively.

if the roll and pitch deviations exceed the admissible upper
limits at the same time, ALCGP will increase the attitude
adjustment time of the system by increasing the desired
altitude. Finally, PL-SMC and AL-SMC derive the control
values of the altitude and the attitude respectively based on
the sliding mode method.
For the first time, the scheme considers the near-ground
threshold distance to play a key role in preventing and reducing rolling overturning of autonomous UAVs. The disadvantage of this method is that UAV may not be able to move
rapidly at high speed along the ground in windy weather.
However, this characteristic is more in line with the actual
safety flight requirements to ensuring the safety of equipment, reducing the possibility of accidents so as to reduce
property losses.
B. CG PLANNERS

Unlike the flight control under ideal flight weather conditions, the near-ground flight control under the influence
of external wind disturbance is random and complex, and
misoperation often occurs. The traditional single attitude
and position control mode cannot meet the current control
requirements. Instead, this paper considers more factors and
parameters such as magnitude of wind velocity, the attitude
and angular velocities near-ground distance.
1) ATCGP

In this section, an ATCGP is defined as:
cz = (1 + sign(zcg − z))/2

(11)

where zcg is a set minimum altitude of hexacopter, called
near-ground threshold distance, so as not to triggered
near-ground control. Thus, the output signal cz = 1 denotes
the hexacopter is at the low altitude flight.
The desired attitude will be set to zero, shown in the
following equation, to avoid collision between UAV and
ground obstacles due to large angle adjustment or external
disturbances:
ηd0 = ηd (1 − cz )
2) ALCGP

A compensation value of the UAV’s desired altitude is calculated as:
1h = kz ||eη−φθ ||

FIGURE 2. Integrated control scheme for UAV with CG planners.

In general, the flight of UAV is classified as high-altitude
flight and near-ground flight. According to the magnitude
of position deviation, ACM first performs the calculation to
obtain the desired attitude. Furthermore, ATCGP determines
whether UAV is in the near-ground flight. If so, cz = 1 and the
desired values of roll and pitch will be set zero. In addition,
VOLUME 7, 2019

(12)

where kz is the altitude compensation coefficient, and eη−φθ
is the 2-norm of attitude error eη in φ and θ . Thus, the desired
altitude is adjusted by using (13) and the overall lift will
increase under the compensation function:
zd = zd + cz · 1h

(13)

Unfortunately, the disturbance force is not easy to be calculated for UAVs with different mass and size profile, as well as
the random wind speed and direction. Furthermore, the disturbance magnitude and direction are not easy to be measured
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by sensors. Therefore, a robust sliding mode control method
is used to solve the problems.
IV. TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROL

This section presents the main procedures of position tracking
controllers used for handling disturbances existed in the hexacopter to achieve highly precise trajectory tracking. To reduce
the tracking error and improve the robustness of the system,
sliding-mode control method is used in the altitude tracking
controller and attitude tracking controller.
A. PL-SMC DESIGN

In this section, we consider the position loop used for attenuating the tracking position error ξe = [ xe ye ze ]T . The
deviation between the measured and the desired positions is
reduced by a sliding-mode controller PL-SMC. Substituting
the position error ξe into (5) and neglecting the environmental
disturbance dξ temporarily, we get:
ξ̈e = Aξ U1 + Bξ

(14)

Differentiating (7) to have the velocity tracking error ξ̇e .
We express the altitude sliding manifold of hexacopter as:
σz = k1z ze + k2z że

(15)

where k1z , k2z are constant control parameters.
The system controller is non-singular. The system remains
on the manifold defined by σz = 0, and has the error
dynamics k1z ξ̇e + k2z ξ̈e = 0. Substituting Equation (14) into
this altitude error dynamics to have the equivalent control:
eq

z
z
U1 = −(1/k2z )A−1
ξ (k1 że + k2 Bξ )

(16)

eq

where U1 can be seen as the continuous control law. It would
keep the altitude in the absence of unknown disturbances
when the system dynamics are exactly known.
As the real system dynamics may exist disturbances,
the dynamics (14) can be rewritten as:
ξ̈e = Aξ (U1 + dξ ) + Bξ

(17)

where dξ is the environmental disturbance. To drive the
system dynamics and keep the system state on the surface
σz = 0, we give a new feedback continuous control law as
eq

U1 = U1 − λz · sat(σz )
where λz is a positive constant and
saturation function defined as:


−1
sat(σ ) = σ/δ |σ | < δ,


1

(19)

where δ denotes the maximum of the variable σ and the
function sat(σ ) is used to smooth out the control discontinuity
around zero to reduce undesired chattering caused by imperfection switching of the discontinuous term in the sliding
mode control system. A small σ may prevent chattering but
increase the tracking error, whereas a large σ may increase
42618

z
z
U1 = −(1/k2z )A−1
ξ (k1 że + k2 Bξ ) − λz · sat(σz )

(20)

Theorem 1: Considering the dynamics (5) and (6). If a
switching function is defined as (15) and environmental disturbance satisfies dmax ≤ λz , the lift force (20) can reduce the
tracking altitude error to zero asymptotically.
Proof: Consider the Lyapunov candidate function:
1 T
σ σz
2 z
Differentiating Vz with respect to time, we can obtain that:
Vz =

V̇z = σzT σ̇z = σzT [k1z że + k2z z̈e ]
Substituting (13) into the above equation yields:
V̇z = σzT {k1z że + k2z [Aξ (U1 + dξ ) + Bξ ]}
Substitute the control law (15), then V̇ can be simplified as:
V̇z = k2z σzT Aξ [dz − λz · sat(σz )]
where Aξ is a positive definite coefficient vector, and let 0 ≤
ρz ≤ min {k2z Aξ }, so we have:
V̇z ≤ σzT ρz [dz − λz · sat(σz )]

(21)

To make (16) negative semi-definite, we will discuss the
following two cases respectively. Consider the elements of
the vectors σz and dz , if σz ≥ 0, then σzT ≥ 0 and sat(σz ) ≥ 0,
so the condition is dz ≤ λz ·sat(σz ) ≤ λz . Otherwise, if σz ≤ 0,
then σzT ≤ 0 and sat(σz ) ≤ 0, so the condition is dz ≥
λz · sat(σz ) ≥ −λz . Thus, the system stable condition can
be written as |dz | ≤ λz .
Furthermore, the upper bound of disturbance is expressed
as dz max . Then, whenever σz is positive or negative, only if
condition dz max ≤ λz is satisfied, there must be V̇z ≤ 0. The
tracking altitude error ze moves along the sliding manifold
to zero. Thus, the altitude of the tracking hexacopter is equal
to the desired altitude. Consequently, the altitude closed-loop
system is asymptotically stable.

(18)

sat(·) is a continuous
σ ≤ −δ
δ>0
σ ≥δ

chattering and decrease the tracking error. The goal is to
achieve a good trade-off between tracking performance and
input chattering.
The corresponding control law from (16) becomes:

B. DESIRED ATTITUDE CALCULATION

It has been mentioned that the tracking position error can be
translated to the tracking altitude error ze and the rotational
angular error ηe shown in (7). ze has been discussed and
converged to zero under
PL-SMC, and the
 the controller
T
desired attitude ηd = φd θd ψd
can also be calculated
by the calculation ACM. According to (14), the desired roll
and desired pitch angle can be deduced as the form:



m(ẍe sψ − ÿe cψ )


φd = arcsin
U1


(22)
gηd :
m(ẍ
c
+ ÿe sψ )
e
ψ


θd = arcsin
U1 cφ
VOLUME 7, 2019
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where U1 is the lift force shown in (20). In addition,
the desired yaw ψd is usually decided by the reference motion
trajectory which expressed as:
ψd = h(xe , ye , t)

(23)

The function h(·) gives the heading angle ahead to the
target according to the flight trajectory, and the desired attitude ηd will be used in the following procedure of AL-SMC
design of the attitude loop.

η

η

V̇η = σηT σ̇η = σηT [k1 η̇e + k2 η̈e ]
Substituting (27) and (29) into the above equation to have:
η

In this section, we consider the attitude loop used for attenuating the tracking attitude error ηe = [ φe θe ψe ]T . The
deviation of the measured attitude and the desired attitude calculated by the ACM is reduced by a sliding-mode controller
AL-SMC. Substituting the error ηe into (6) and neglecting the
environmental disturbance dη , we get:
η̈e = Aη Uη

(24)

Differentiating (7) to have the angular velocity tracking
error η̇e . Considering the switching function, the attitude
sliding manifold of hexacopter becomes:
η

η

ση = k1 ηe + k2 η̇e

(25)

η

where k1 , k2 are constant control parameters.
The system controller is non-singular. The system remains
on the manifold defined by ση = 0, and has the error
η
η
dynamics k1 η̇e + k2 η̈e = 0. Substituting Equation (24) into
this attitude error dynamics to have the equivalent control:
η

Uηeq = −(k1 /k2z )A−1
η η̇e

(26)

eq

where Uη can be seen as the continuous control law
that would keep the trajectories on the surface in the
absence of unknown disturbances when the system dynamics
are exactly known. Considering the real system dynamics,
the dynamics (24) can be rewritten with environmental disturbance dη as:
η̈e = Aη (Uη + dη )

(27)

To drive the system dynamics to the surface ση = 0
and keep the system state on it, we give a new feedback
continuous control law below:
Uη = Uηeq − λη · sat(ση )

(28)

where λη is a positive constant, and the function sat(·) is used
to reduce undesired chattering caused by imperfections of
the switching of the discontinuous term in the sliding mode
control system. Thus, the corresponding control law obtained
can be given by:
η

Uη = −(k1 /k2z )A−1
η η̇e − λη · sat(ση )

(29)

Theorem 2: Consider the hexacopter dynamics in (5)
and (6). If the switching function is defined as (25) and
environmental disturbance satisfies dη max ≤ λη , the control
VOLUME 7, 2019

1 T
σ ση
2 η
Differentiating Vη with respect to time, we can obtain that:
Vη =

V̇η = k2 σηT Aη [dη − λη · sat(ση )]

C. AL-SMC DESIGN

η

input moment designed as (29) can render the origin of the
tracking attitude error system asymptotically.
Proof: Consider the Lyapunov candidate function:

where dη and ση are column vectors with three elements,
and λη is a positive constant. To deduce the system stable
conditions, we define dφ,θ,ψ and σφ,θ,ψ to be their elements
of the vectors in their orientations. Since Aη are positive
η
definite matrix, we let 0 ≤ ρη ≤ min {k2 Aη } so that:
V̇η ≤ σηT ρη [dη − λη · sat(ση )]

(30)

To make (30) negative semi-definite, we consider the eleT
ments of the vectors ση and dη . if σφ,θ,ψ ≥ 0, then σφ,θ,ψ
≥0
and sat(σφ,θ,ψ ) ≥ 0. Therefore, the condition is dφ,θ,ψ ≤
λη · sat(σφ,θ,ψ ) ≤ λη . Otherwise, if σφ,θ,ψ ≤ 0, then
T
σφ,θ,ψ
≤ 0 and sat(σφ,θ,ψ ) ≤ 0. Therefore, the condition
is dφ,θ,ψ ≥ λη · sat(σφ,θ,ψ ) ≥ −λη . Thus, the system stable
condition can be written as |dφ,θ,ψ | ≤ λη .
Furthermore, the upper bound of disturbance is expressed
as dη max , and |dφ,θ,ψ | ≤ ||dη ||2 . Then, whenever the
elements of ση is positive or negative, only if condition
dη max ≤ λz is satisfied, there must be V̇z ≤ 0. The tracking
attitude error ηe moves along the sliding manifold to zero.
Thus, the attitude of the tracking hexacopter is equal to
the desired attitude. Consequently, the attitude closed-loop
system is asymptotically stable.
V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the proposed control scheme is tested on
simulation and experiment platforms of an autonomous UAV
with 6 rotors, including autonomous take-off and landing
cases, as well as low-altitude control without collision. It is
assumed that the altitude is measured by barometric altimeter,
the position information is determined by GPS and attitude
information is measured by IMU respectively. In addition,
the disturbances simultaneously affect roll, pitch, yaw, and
altitude dynamics. Table 1 lists the hexacopter parameters.
1) DESCRIPTION OF TIME-VARYING DISTURBANCES

It is well-known that the disturbance torques caused by the
wind field is proportional to the wind speed. Therefore, without loss of generality, it is assumed that four different random
disturbance

torques act on the altitude and attitude channels
z φ θ ψ separately. In our simulation, the disturbances
are expressed by time-varying functions which include sinusoidal function items with the amplitude range [1.5, 8](Nm)
and the frequency range [0.02π, 2.5π ](rad/s) respectively.
Figure 3 shows the time-varying disturbance torques.
42619
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TABLE 1. Hexacopter parameters used in simulation.

FIGURE 4. Desired altitude and desired attitude, and the values of
attitude calculated by ACM are reset zero by ATCGP at the time-period
(t < 1.5s).

FIGURE 3. Demonstration of the time-varying disturbance torques.

For UAVs, the real-world disturbances are wind force or
misoperations, which can be described as the disturbances of
control torque. Furthermore, the type of wind disturbance in
existed literatures mainly includes constant and time-varying
disturbance, and the time-varying disturbance is difficult to
be simulated by an accurate mathematical model. However,
any form of signal can be decomposed into the superposition
of sinusoidal signals with different frequencies. Thus we
selected sinusoidal signals as the disturbances whose magnitude can be proportional to the magnitude of the real-world
disturbances.
2) CASE 1 (AUTONOMOUS TAKE-OFF TEST WITH
NEAR-GROUND CONTROL SCHEME)

In practice, UAVs may tilt at low altitude. In this case, it is
assumed that the trajectory of hexacopter is not vertical to
the ground at initial take-off phase, and the desired roll
is 32◦ , desired pitch is 9.5◦ and desired yaw is 10◦ calculated
by only ACM respectively, shown by the dotted line when
t < 1.5s in Figure 4. To demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed low-altitude control scheme, the planner ATCGP reset the initial values of the desired attitude to
zero, shown by the solid line when t < 1.5s. The altitude and
attitude stabilization control in the presence of disturbances
are involved when the altitude is less than the near-ground
threshold distance zcg = 2m.
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FIGURE 5. Output altitude and attitude curves in Case 1 under
near-ground control scheme.

Figures 5 shows the response curves of the altitude and
attitude angles of hexacopter during its flight. As can be
seen that the output roll and pitch angles maintain zeros
at the initial take-off stage and then follow the reference
inputs. Thus, the improved near-ground scheme is conducive
to avoiding overturning risk due to the big roll and pitch
angles from misoperations or external disturbances. In addition, by comparing the output and input curves of the system,
it is verified that the proposed position-loop sliding mode
controller PL-SMC and attitude-loop sliding mode controller
AL-SMC can realize the trajectory tracking control of UAV.
Figure 6 shows the tracking errors in altitude and attitude.
In this case, the desired altitude varied continuously, and the
output error in altitude adjusted by the PL-SMC controller is
very small and nearly negligible. In addition, the proposed
AL-SMC controller uses PD sliding manifold and saturation
method to reduce the phenomenon which results in a clearly
improved performance of the attitude control in the presence
of disturbances. The time convergence to the steady state of
attitude feedback in these controllers is about 1.5 seconds
(shown at time t = 1.5s, 5.2s, 12.5s in Figure 5–6). The
error curves results revealed that the proposed PL-SMC and
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 6. Altitude and attitude errors under PL-SMC and AL-SMC.

AL-SMC presented good performance for trajectory tracking
and also robustness to external disturbances.
3) CASE 2 (AUTONOMOUS LANDING TEST WITH
NEAR-GROUND CONTROL SCHEME)

In this case, we tested a landing flight at low altitude by
using proportion integration differentiation (PID), fuzzy logic
control (FLC) and sliding mode control (SMC) respectively.
The hexacopter needs to adjust its landing position during
descent, shown in Figure 7 at t > 5s. When the hexacopter
descended to the near-ground threshold distance at 11.5s,
the desired roll, pitch and yaw calculated by ACM were still
not zero. This is because the hexacopter has not reached the
top of the target point. However, at the later flight stages
(t > 11.5s), the planner ALCGP increased the desired altitude
from 2m to 5m, which increased the position adjustment time
and space. Then the hexacopter flied flat to the target point for
hovering and landing.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of output altitude and attitude angle
performance. (a) Altitude and attitude angles by conventional PID
method. (b) Altitude and attitude angles by FLC method. (c) Altitude
and attitude angles by proposed integrated method.

FIGURE 7. Desired altitude and attitude from ACM, and the values of
altitude is increased by ALCGP at the time t = 11.5s.

Similar to the case 1, the integrated control scheme
was used in this flight test, and the sliding mode controllers PL-SMC and AL-SMC were used to attenuate the
VOLUME 7, 2019

tracking errors. For comparison, we also simulated the performance of conventional PID and FLC controllers, prescribing
the same flight conditions. Comparing the simulation results
(Figures 8(a), (b), (c)), it can be seen that the sliding-mode
based output feedback rapidly tracks the desired state without
any oscillations or steady state errors.
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For PID based attitude, there was a certain fluctuation
of amplitude throughout the flight. At the time period
11s < t < 13s, there were large fluctuations. The hexacopter
reached about 13◦ for roll and 2◦ for pitch and 5.2◦ for
yaw angles (Figure 8(a)). For FLC based attitude, the violent amplitude fluctuation is eliminated, but there is still
small fluctuation. For AL-SMC, the corresponding values are
nearly zero for roll and pitch and 2.8◦ for yaw.
As can be seen in Figure 9(a), the more obvious errors
can be classified into two categories according to their
sources: Errors caused by Sudden Change of Desired values
(Err_SCD) and Errors caused by the External Disturbances
(Err_ED). In Figure 9(b), (c), Err_ED are well suppressed
and almost eliminated. However, there are still small error
fluctuation in Figure 9(c). It can be seen that the control
performance is improved by the proposed sliding mode controller compared with the PID controller and the FLC controller. In addition, Figure 9(c) shows that the sliding-mode
based tracking error of pitch angle decreases rapidly with the
adjustment time ts < 0.5s.
4) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this case, we have also tested the proposed control
scheme on a 6-rotor UAV, DJI M600 Pro, which was used
as the autopilot of the hexacopter. To evaluate the stability
and robustness of the proposed integrated control scheme,
the trajectory tracking control experiments were carried out.
M600 Pro is equipped with three redundancy A3 flight controllers. It supports multiple DJI platforms and third-party
hardware and software expansion. In order to test our control
scheme in real operating conditions, our experiments are run
in outdoor environment with wind velocity 1.6-3.3 m/s. After
the hexacopter takes off, the landing gear will flatten to both
sides shown in Figure 10.
The experiments mainly test the control effect of the proposed integrated control method on the trajectory tracking
of the hexacopter. In general, the orientation of the hexacopter is decided by the location of the target detected by
the camera. Consequently, yaw is set to a constant in the
following experiments and is not shown in result Figures. The
experimental curves of the altitude, roll and pitch angles are
plotted in Figures 11.
FLC and SMC control methods were used to carry out
the flight tests which lasted 60 seconds, respectively. After
the hexacopter took off, it stop for a few seconds, then rose
vertically to 6 meters, and flied forward. The altitude curves
showed that the planner ATCGP set the values of the attitude to zero when the altitude was decreased to 2 meters at
t = 28s, then the planner ALCGP increased the altitude back
to 6 meters, and the hexacopter flied to the destination and
landed vertically.
Comparing Figure 11(a) and (b), both results show that
the roll and pitch angles fluctuated greatly when the attitude
was adjusting, and we can see that the reduction of the angle
fluctuation is close to 40%. However, the roll and pitch angles
are less than 2 degrees during the steady flight.
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of output altitude error and attitude error.
(a) Output errors by PID method. (b) Output errors by FLC method.
(c) Output errors by proposed integrated control method.

In addition, the body angular velocities of the hexacopter
are recorded and shown in Figure 12. We can see that the
roll and pitch angular velocities are very small at most time
during the process of the steady flight, and the amplitude
also increased slightly corresponding to the real-time attitude
adjustments by the proposed feedback controllers (shown at
time t = 15s, 25s, 30s, 38s). The roll and pitch angular
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 10. Experimental setup of the hexacopter flying on the outdoor
playground.

FIGURE 12. Experimental curves of the angular velocities. (a) Roll and
pitch angular velocities controlled by FLC method. (b) Roll and pitch
angular velocities controlled by SMC method.

In general, the root mean square (RMS) errors of position
and attitude of the experimental results are list in Table 2.
As can be seen that the RMS reduction of roll angle and pitch
angle is 15.48% and 8.17%, respectively.
TABLE 2. Root-mean-square errors of states. Position errors are in
meters-rms and angle errors are in radians-rms.

FIGURE 11. Experimental curves of the altitude and attitude. (a) Altitude
and roll, pitch angles controlled by FLC method. (b) Altitude and roll,
pitch angles controlled by SMC method.

In summary, the simulation and experiment results showed
that the tested SMC based approach performed well in the
presence of external disturbances, i.e., the proposed integrated control exhibited both a fast response and good tracking performance. Simple PID and FLC did not adapt well
to these random disturbances, resulting in relatively large
oscillations in altitude, roll, pitch and yaw. The best overall
performer was the proposed SMC approaches presented in
this study which guaranteed the stability of hexacopter and
exhibited a fast response and no chattering.
VI. CONCLUSION

velocities controlled by FLC method are less than 2 rad/s,
and the roll and pitch angular velocities controlled by SMC
method are less than 1 rad/s. Furthermore, the experimental
results are affected by the natural factors, but the controllers
are able to quickly alter thrust to counteract the external
disturbances and the stability and the convergence of the
proposed control laws are proved, which fully reflects the
advantages of our planners and integrated control strategy for
low altitude flight of UAVs.
VOLUME 7, 2019

In this paper, we proposed a robust control strategy for
UAVs at low altitude flight to achieve good performance of
disturbance rejection. A second-order hexacopter dynamics
was established and the position tracking was translated to
the altitude and the rotational angle tracking problem. Considering near-ground operation of hexacopter, an improved
flying altitude planner and an attitude planner were designed
respectively to avoid the overturning risk due to the big
roll and pitch angles. In addition, the sliding-mode based
altitude tracking controller and attitude tracking controller are
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designed to reduce the tracking errors and improve the robustness of the system. Taking the flight safety into account, it is
recommended that the speed of near-ground flight should not
be too high, and the flight altitude threshold can be selected
by considering the magnitude of external disturbances and
possible control torques of misoperations for a small-size
hexacopter.
In our future work, disturbance observer can be developed
to estimate the external influence accurately so that the performance can be further improved.
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